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â€•Heal the Healerâ€• earrings

  €115.00  

Ethno style hand made earrings â€œHeal the Healerâ€• designed by Julia Surba,
 star ruby, Indian prehnite, silver 925, soldered
Size: 3,5 x 1,8 cm; 
star ruby: 0,6 x 0,8 cm, prehinte: 2 x 1 cm

It is very difficult to catch the color of gems, because they always
play and shine differently depending on the light. On thepictures you can see
the earrings with different lightening and on different backgrounds.

You can make a use of healing abilities of silver, prehnite and star ruby.
Here are some infos regarding that:
Silver is an excellent metal for mental, emotional and physical releasing and cleansing. 
It encourages balance and grounding. Like the moons energy, it has a gentle, cool, smoothing effect,
 acting to benefit the physical body by reducing fever, inflammation and nervous system stress. 

Star Ruby
Ruby lends style and vigour to life. It bestows passion as a driving force, 
but still prevents any tendencies towards self destruction in its role as a life loving stone.
Prehnite
This stone of transformation can help you see and feel how the end of certain conditions can be beneficial
 for the evolution of your body, mind and spirit, It opens your awareness to see the good in all things. 
 It enhances the visualisation process and induces deep meditation in which the higher self is contacted.
 When meditating with this crystal you are put in touch with the universes energy grid. Prehnite helps 
precognition and inner knowing. It is a stone that enables you to always be prepared, no matter what. 
Prehnite increases prophesy and shows you the way forward for your spiritual growth. It is a perfect 
stone to heal the healer.
(source: www.healingwithcrystals.net.au)
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Vendor Information

Customer Reviews: There are yet no reviews for this product. 
Please log in to write a review.
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